[11th International Histocompatibility Workshop 1991: Personal data for the Multiple Sclerosis Study].
In our multiple sclerosis (MS) study as a part of the 11th IHWS we HLA-typed 6 MS families with 9 patients and defined the complement polymorphisms (BF, C2, C4) of these families. The aims of the study were the definition of the MS susceptibility gene and the investigation of the involvement of other factors in the etiopathogenesis of MS. The MS study of the IHWS demonstrated a strong association with HLA-DRw15 and -DWw6 in a Caucasian population. The heterozygous C2 deficiency in our family PD1 linked with the haplotype A25 B18 DR2 BFS C4A4 C4B2 confirmed by complement titration may express the participation of complement factors in the etiopathogenesis of MS resulting in immunogenetic heterogeneity of MS. Analysis of the 3 MS pairs of sisters shows the linkage of HLA with the assumed MS susceptibility gene. This could not be confirmed in the whole MS family study of the 11th IHWS.